
Join us for a Wine Tasting Friday, December 26th are wines from the Piedmont region of Italy. 
Here you will find outstanding Barbera, Barbaresco and Barolo!  I hope you can join us for this 
wonderful tasting!  I know many of you have been homebound because of the snow & ice.  Take 
this opportunity to get out and have some fun! 
  

• $25 for the first 5 
• add $10 for the super pour optional! 
• Total $35.00 
• Remember you can share!!!  

  
2006 Vietti Barbera D'Alba Tre Vigne $31.50 
Viettis 2006 Barbera dAlba Tre Vigne is made in the soft, round style that is typical of the wines of Alba. 
The wine offers up layers of super-ripe dark fruit, leather spices, smoke and earthiness with awesome 
textural depth and richness. This pure, generous Barbera should continue to drink beautifully for several 
years. Anticipated maturity: 2008-2012.  90 Points Robert Parker 
 
2005 Vietti Barbera D' Asti La Crena $57.50 
Viettis Barbera dAsti La Crena is one of my favorite wines in the lineup and it is once again superb in 
2005. The clarity, precision and vibrancy of this wine are all remarkable, as layers of mineral-infused dark 
fruit flow onto the palate effortlessly. The wine offers awesome persistence and a polished finish that 
lasts forever. This isnt the biggest or most obvious vintage of La Crena, but it is surely among the most 
elegant. Anticipated maturity: 2008-2015. 93 Points 
 
2005 Ca' del Baio "Asili" Barbareco $36. 
The estate-s 2005 Barbaresco Asili opens with a beguiling profile of dried roses, spices and raspberries. 
It possesses a compelling inner sweetness supported by finessed, silky-textured tannins. This bottling 
offers notable elegance and class, but then again, it is Asili. Anticipated maturity: 2010-2020. 93 Points 
Robert Parker 
  
2005 Ca' del Baio Barbaresco Marcarini $36. 
The 2005 Barbaresco Marcarini reveals a darker profile than the Valgrande. A large-scaled, generous 
Barbaresco, it possesses attractive dark fruit, menthol and spices with tons of plumpness and density. 
Anticipated maturity: 2010-2019 93.  
2004 Rodere Ruggeri Corsini Barolo $44.50 
  
Super Pour $10.00 (Optional) 
2001 Cavallotto Barolo Riserva Bricco Boschis Vigna San Giuseppe $90.00 
The 2001 Barolo Riserva Bricco Boschis Vigna San Giuseppe is captivating. Made in a dark, brooding 
style, it reveals a deeply layered personality that marries richness to depth, with generous tar, smoke, 
menthol, spices and sweet black cherries. As expected, it comes across as much more powerful and 
structured than the 2001 Vignolo tasted alongside it. Still an infant, the 2001 Vigna San Giuseppe is a 
wine to buy and forget about for several years if not considerably longer. It may very well be the finest 
Barolo Cavallotto has ever made, and it is not to be missed. Anticipated maturity: 2013-2026. 95 Points 
Robert Parker  
  
Cheers to you! 
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